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Introduction 
In [l] D. R. Anderson showed that a fibration F -+ E -% B, with fiber F and base B 
both finite CW complexes, defines a homomorphism p* : Wh(rriB) -+ Wh(rrE) 
which relates the Whitehead torsions of a fiber homotopy equivalence. In this paper 
we define a similar homomorphism p* : I?0(7riB) + kO(rIE), which relates the Wall 
finiteness obstruction of the total space, O(E), with that of the base O(B). Here 
&,(r) denotes the reduced Grothendieck group of finitely generated projective 
modules over the group ring 2~. We will call this homomorphism a transfer, because 
its behavior resembles the homology transfer of Becker-Gottlieb and Dold and also 
because it generalizes the classical transfer in K-theory. The properties of this 
transfer will be used in a subsequent paper to compute the Wall finiteness obstruction 
(and Whitehead torsion) of many fiber spaces. 
Before stating the Theorem let us set some notation. Given a space F let 
F -+ EF --j BF denote the classifying (universal) fibration; i.e. any fibration 
F -+ E -+ B is determined by a map B -+ BF. Let w denote the induced map 
rIB + 7rIBF. We shall call w (first Stiefel-Whitney class) the orientation of the 
fibration. In particular, a fibration will be said orientable if w is the trivial homomor- 
phism. Given a map f:A -+ B, we will denote by f* the induced map 7rIA -+ 7rIB 
and also (by abuse of notation) the corresponding map &(rIA) + gO(rrIB), which 
is determined by VIA -+ rlB. x(A) denotes the ordinary Euler characteristic of 
the space A. 
Theorem A. Given a Hurewicz fibration F L E -% B, with the fiber F and the base 
B dominated by finite CW’ complexes. There exists a homomorphism 
p* : RO(rlB) + I?,,(~T~E) with the following properties: 
(1) O(E)= p*O(B)+xB . &O(F). 
(2) p+p* :29(~lB)+ Ro(rIB) is multiplication (tensoring over Z) by 
xi (-l)‘HiF E G(rlB) = the Grothendieck group of rr,B modules, which are finitely 
generated abelian groups. 
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(3) p* is natural with respect to pullbacks of fibrations. That means if 
F F 
is a commutative diagram, then h-,pT = * p2 h,. So p* depends only on the fibration 
restricted over some 2 skeleton of the base. 
(4) If p: E -+ B is a finite covering, then p* agrees with the usual transfer 
homomorphism as defined in Bass [2, p. 5671. 
(5) p* satisfies the Mayer-Vietoris property. That is given fibrations F1 -+ Ei 2 B 
(i = 0, 1,2), and a commutative diagram: 
F 2- F,---+F, 
let Ft u .c~ F2 -+ El v no Ez *B be the pushout fibration and let ji : Ei -+ El u EZ 
denote the inclusion maps. Then p* = (jl),pT + (j&p; - (jo)*pt. 
(6) Given two orientable fibrations F + E z B and F -+ E z B with a connected 
fiber F, and a homomorphism 4 : nl_l? -+ TIE making the following diagrams com- 
mute. 
7T,F---- r,F 
rr,E ----++~F,E and 
P n,EF 
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Then p* = a&p*. 
Remark 1. Property 6 is an important computational tool. Notice that Q, is not 
induced by a continuous map from B to E. I suspect that the property holds for any 
two fibrations p and jj with the same orientation, but I was unable to show it. 
Corollary B. Given a homomorphism of finitely presennzd groups h : 7~ + T’ such that 
(i) the image has finite index in r’ and 
(ii) the kernel T has type (FP) or equivalently the Eilenberg-MacLane space 
K(I’, 1) is finitely dominated. 
Then there is a transfer map h” : I&(d) -+ &(rr) which is natural with respect to 
pullbacks of exact sequences (Property 3) agrees with the usual transfer map in Bass if 
r is trivial and h,h” is multiplicatioh by 1 (-l)iHi(I). 
And we also get another corollary, significance of which I have not yet figured out: 
Corollary C. Let F be a finitely dominated acyclic space. Then any fibration 
F -+ E + B over a finite base B induces an imbedding of &(rrlB) as direct summand 
in Ko(7rlE). 
Remark 2. The above Theorem A and its Corollaries B, C hold when &(rr) is 
replaced by Wh(7r) and Wall finiteness obstruction is replaced by Whitehead torsion. 
The same proofs work in both cases and so we will restrict ourselves to KU from 
now on. 
Remark 3. Property 2 follows from Property 1 by a theorem of Pedersen and Taylor 
[.5], so it will not be reproved here. 
2. Proof of Theorem A 
We will need the following theorem due to Siebenmann [6]: 
Theorem 2.1. If X, (i = 0, 1,2) is finitely dominated and ji is the inclusion map 
xi -+ XI UX~&, then 0(X1 uX~)=~~*O(X~)+~~*O(X~)-~~*O(X~). 
And also a lemma, which is based on Wall’s paper [7] 
Lemma 2.2. Given a finitely dominated space B and x E KO(nlB), then there exists a 
finitely dominated space A, with the same finite 2 skeleton as B, and a map A --j B, 
identity on the 2 skeleton such that O(A) = x. 
Proof. Let B” be the n skeleton of B. Wall shows that any element x E KO(rlB) can 
be realized by a space A build up from B” v VS” by attaching higher dimensional 
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cells and moreover B” v VS” will dominate A (pp. 66-67). The composition 
A2=B2-+Bn-+A-+B”vVSn-+B”~Bistherequiredmap. 
Main Lemma 2.3. Given two fibrations F + EB -+ B and F -+ EC + C such that 
B2 = C2 and the fibrations are homotopy equivalent when restricted to.their 2 skeleta of 
the base. If F, B and C are finitely dominated and O(B) = O(C), then O(EB) - 
x(B). i,O(F) = O(E,)-x(C) * i,O(F), where i : rrlF -+ rrlEB = rlEc. 
Proof. Let A -+ B be the map from Lemma 2.2, where O(A)= -O(B), and let 
F -+ EA -+ A be the pullback fibration via the map A -+ B. Construct the pushout 
fibration F ---f Ea u Es -+ A uA2 B. The Sum Theorem 2.1 tells us that A u B is up to 
homotopy a finite complex, so we can apply a theorem of La1 [4, p. 701 to get 
O(EA u EB) = x(A u B) - &O(F) and O(EA n EB) = ,Y(A*) . i,O(F). By applying 
Theorem 2.1 to O(E, u EB) we get ,Y(A u B) . i,O(F)= O(EA)+ O(Es)- 
x(A*) * &O(F) or simplified O(E,)-XB . &O(F)= -O(E,)+xA . i,O(F). 
The same argument will also give O(Ec)-XC . &O(F)= -O(E,)+xA . i*O(F). 
Definition 2.4. Given the fibration F -‘, E 5 B, define the homomorphism 
* 
p* :Ko(rrlB) + &(r,E) as follows. Let x E EO(rrlB) and let A -+ B be a map 
constructed in Lemma 2.2 so that O(A)= x. Form the pullback fibration 
F -+ EA -+ A via the map A -+ B and let p*(x)= O(EA)-XA . i,O(F). 
Proof. From Lemma 2.3 we know that p*(x) is independent of the map A --+ B as 
long as it is the identity on the 2 skeleton. To see that p* is a homomorphism let 
C -+ B be a map from Lemma 2.2 so that O(C)= y, where y is some element in 
&(w~B). Construct the pullback fibrations F -+ Ec + C and F + Eau 
Ec -+ A uA2 C. We then have 
p*(x + y)= O(EA u EC)-x(A u C)i,O(F) 
= O(EA)+O(Ec)-X(A2)i,0(F)-x(A u C)i,O(F)=p*x +p*y. 
Verifications of Properties 1 through 5: Property 1 is actually the definition of p*, 
Property 2 is proved in [5]. Property 4 follows trivially from Property 1, and Property 
5 is just Siebenmann’s Sum Theorem again together with Property 1. Property 3 
follows from the next Lemma. 
Lemma 2.5. Let h, 6 be as in the theorem, and assume further that h,O(Bl) = O(B2) 
and xB1 = xBz. Then h-,O(E,) = O(E,). 
Proof. B1 is dominated by its n skeleton By for some large n. Let A = By v VS”, 
where we wedge enough spheres so that XA = 0. A still dominates B1, i.e. there are 
maps B1 -+ A -+ B1 whose composite is homotopic to the identity on B1. Let 
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F + EA -+ A be the pullback fibration via the map A ---, B1, and form the pushout 
fibration F --, Ea u EZ -+ A uB, B2. 
0(Au8,B2)= O(Bz)+h,O(A)-h,0(B1)=0. 
So A uB1 BZ is a finite complex (up to homotopy) and we get O(E,.+ u Ez)= 
,y(A uB2). &O(F)= 0. But O(E/, uE2) is also equal to h;:O(E/,)+O(E2)- 
&O(El)= O(Ez)-h-,O(El). 
Remark 2.6. If in Lemma 2.3 we assume that the two fibrations agree only over their 
1 skeleta (i.e. that they have the same orientation), then we can pursue the same 
argument up to a point. We construct the same fibration F + EA u EB + A uAz B. 
Then we construct the fibration F + EA u EC + A uA1 C, as we cannot form 
the pushout over A2 since the fibrations do not agree over the 2 skeleton any more. 
So we get a pushout diagram of groups: 
In Lemma 2.3 all these surjections were canonical isomorphisms, so we ignored 
them. We still get an equation ~B*O(EB)-~B . i,O(F) = jc*O(Ec)-xC . i,O(F), 
however this is an equation in &(rl(EA u EC)), where it is not very useful. If there is 
a map 4 : TT~EB ---, rlEc making the diagram commute then of course we can 
transport the equation to ko(rlEc), where it becomes @+O(EB)-~B . i,O(F)= 
O(E,)-,yC . i,O(F). Which says that 4 p * *A = pg. If all the fibrations are orientable 
then F -j EA n EC --+ A1 is equivalent to the trivial tibration F + F x A 1 + A ‘. It 
can be shown [3, p. 321 that the xistence of C$ making the above diagram 
commutative is equivalent to the existence of 4 from Property 6. The argument 
consists of an explicit construction of the pullback fibrations 
FxA’----+E C FxA’-----+Es 
I and I 
A’ - C A’------+B 
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